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Abstract

A new improved PML called as uniaxial-pseudo propagation PML (UPP-PML) was proposed for the purpose
to reduce computational costs from the conventional Berenger’s PML (B-PML). The UPP-PML is a new absorbing
boundary condition for finite difference time-domain (FDTD) method. In our past study, propagation and absorbing
ability without scattering object were investigated for the UPP-PML. In this study, we applied the UPP-PML to the
FDTD method in scattering analysis. The scattering analysis for homogeneous sphere model with plane wave injection
was evaluated as a case study. The distributions of effective value for electric field in the stationary state were evaluated.
The numerical results with the UPP-PML were compared with those of exact solution and the conventional B-PML. It
was found that the distributions of the effective value obtained with the UPP-PML were almost as same as those with
the conventional B-PML result. Consequently, scattering analysis with the UPP-PML had almost as same calculation
accuracy as the B-PML. Furthermore, using the UPP-PML made advantage in reduced computational costs over the B-
PML.

1. Introduction

The conventional perfectly matched layer [1] (PML) absorbing boundary condition (ABC), which is used for
electromagnetic field analysis by the finite difference time-domain (FDTD) method, has the high absorbing ability. The
conventional PML-ABCs, such as the Berenger’s PML (B-PML) or the uniaxial PML, require for many computational
costs. In past study, several modified PML schemes had been proposed for the purpose to reduce computational costs
from the conventional PML-ABCs [2-4]. A new improved PML scheme called as uniaxial-pseudo propagation PML [5-
6] (UPP-PML) was developed in our recent works. Here, propagation and absorbing ability without scattering object
were investigated for the UPP-PML. In the recent study, it was found that the UPP-PML has almost as same absorbing
ability as the conventional PML-ABCs and advantage in reduced computational costs over the conventional PML-
ABCs.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the UPP-PML in practical analysis. The UPP-PML was applied to the
FDTD method in scattering analysis for homogeneous sphere model. Distributions of effective value for electric field in
stationary state obtained by the UPP-PML were evaluated. In this evaluation, the results from the UPP-PML were
compared with those of the exact solution [7] and the conventional Berenger’s PML.

2. Concept for the UPP-PML

The UPP-PML is a new improved PML-ABC, which applied UPP concept [5] for multi-dimensional wave
propagation scheme in the PML region. Here the UPP concept is introduced by comparing with the conventional split
field [1] (SF) concept. Figure 1(a) and (b) show the wave propagation concepts for the SF and the UPP, respectively.
These figures indicate the wave propagation for z component of electric wave Ez on the cross section of x-y plane from
n to n+1. Here, n indicates number of time steps from initial condition. In the SF concept, Ez is split into
subcomponents Ezx and Ezy, as shown in Fig. 1(a). As the figure shows, Ezx and Ezy propagate along x and y axes during
time proceeding from n to n+1, respectively. Ez at n+1 is calculated by the sum of Ezx and Ezy at n+1. On the other hands,
Ez propagation is split into x and y directions via n’ in the UPP concept, as shown by the solid arrows (b-1) and (b-2) in
Fig. 1(b). Here n’ is introduced as pseudo-time step between n and n+1. First, Ez propagates along x direction from n to
n’. Then, Ez propagates along y direction from n’ to n+1. According to the UPP concept, time proceeding for the wave
propagation during n to n+1 is split into two steps.

Differences between the UPP and the SF concepts in computational costs are discussed as follows [5-6]. In the
focusing on the required memories, the SF requires to memorize three values, which are Ez, Ezx, and Ezy in each time



steps. On the other hands, the UPP requires to memorize only one value Ez, because Ez value in the memory is
sequentially renewed following order as Ez

n Ez
n’ Ez

n+1 on the process of time proceeding for the propagation from n
to n+1. Consequently, required memories are saved to 1/3 from the SF scheme by using the UPP scheme. In focusing on
the calculation time, the SF requires a sum up operation in order to derive Ez from two subcomponents Ezx and Ezy at
n+1. Because the calculation time is depends on the number of operators, the calculation time of the UPP is reduced
from the SF.

Fig. 1: The propagation concept of Ez from n to n+1. (a) The concept for the split field. (b) The concept for the UPP.

3. Formulation for the UPP-PML

In this section, the formulation of the UPP-PML is introduced [5-6]. To avoid repetition, the formulation for
updating Ez is shown in eqs. (1a) and (1b). Here, Hx and Hy indicate x and y components for magnetic field, and
ε indicates electric permittivity. σx and σy  indicate electric conductivities along x and y axes, respectively. Equations
(1a) and (1b) correspond to one-dimensional wave propagations along x and y directions, respectively. The
discretizations of 
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∂ t are shown in eqs. (1a) and (1b) by introducing pseudo-time step n’. The space differentials in
eqs. (1a) and (1b) are discreted as same manner as the conventional FDTD method.
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4. Scattering analysis

In this study, the UPP-PML was applied for scattering analysis with the FDTD method to evaluate calculation
accuracy in the numerical solution. The conditions for the simulation were as follows. Figure 2 shows schematic view
of calculation model for scattering analysis with the homogeneous dielectric sphere. The calculation region was 0.5
m0.5 m0.5 m. The radius of sphere model was 0.1 m, and the center of the sphere was located on the origin of the
Cartesian coordinate O. The relative permittivity, relative permeability, and electric conductivity in the sphere were 40,
1, and 1 S/m, respectively. The outer region of the sphere was vacuum condition. The voxel size and time step were 5
mm and 2 ps, respectively. The wave source was 1 GHz plane wave which propagates along x axis toward positive
direction, and its amplitude was 1 V/m.

The PML region was inserted at the outside of the calculation region. The electric conductivity for PML σj(i) is
defined by eq. (2) [1]. Here σj(i) is function of i.  i, A and L are position number within the PMLs, maximum electric
conductivity, and number of the PMLs, respectively. i=1 indicates location of inner surface of the PML, and i=L
indicates that of outer surface of the PML. The increase ratio of σj(i) is decided by the value of the M. Here, A, L, and M



were 1 S/m, 10 layers, and 3 in this study. The conditions of σj(i) used in the B-PML was as same as those of the UPP-
PML. The simulation was carried out during 5 periods to obtain the numerical results in the stationary state.
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Fig. 2: The schematic view of the calculation model.

5. Results

Effective values of electric field |E|rms all over the calculation region in the stationary state were evaluated by
comparing with those of the conventional B-PML result. Figure 3 indicates the |E|rms distributions on the x-y cross-
section at z=0. The |E|rms distributions of all calculation region were shown in this figure. Here, Fig. 3(a) and (b) indicate
the |E|rms distributions calculated with the B-PML and the UPP-PML, respectively. There were no significant
differences in the |E|rms distributions between the B-PML and the UPP-PML results all over the calculation region, as
shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b).

Accuracies of the numerical results in the sphere were evaluated by comparing with the exact solution [7]. The
|E|rms distributions within the sphere were shown in Fig. 4. Here, Fig. 4 (a), (b) and (c) indicate the distributions
calculated with the B-PML, the UPP-PML, and obtained by the exact solution, respectively. The |E|rms distributions
within the sphere calculated with the B-PML and the UPP-PML were almost as same as those of the exact solution.
Relative errors from the exact solution for spacial average of the |E|rms in the sphere, which obtained by the B-PML and
the UPP-PML, were 4.2% and 3.9%, respectively. Relative errors for maximum value of the |E|rms in the sphere, which
obtained by the B-PML and the UPP-PML, were 16.0% and 15.7%, respectively. In this case study, the required
memory of the UPP-PML was 56% less than that of the B-PML in the whole calculation. The calculation time of the
UPP-PML was 10% less than that of the B-PML, too.

5. Conclusion

 In this study, we applied the UPP-PML to the FDTD method in the scattering analysis. The scattering analysis
for the homogeneous sphere model with plane wave injection was performed as a case study. The effective values of
electric field |E|rms in the stationary state obtained with the UPP-PML were evaluated by comparing with those obtained
by using the conventional B-PML. As a result, the |E|rms distributions with the UPP-PML were almost as same as those
with the B-PML. The |E|rms distributions inside the sphere were also compared with those of the exact solution. The
relative errors for spacial average of the |E|rms in the sphere obtained with the both ABCs were about 4%. The relative
errors for maximum value of the |E|rms in the sphere obtained by the both ABCs were about 16.0%. These results
indicate that scattering analysis with the UPP-PML had almost as same calculation accuracy as the B-PML.
Furthermore, the computational costs of the UPP-PML were smaller than those of the B-PML. The UPP-PML had
advantage over the B-PML in scattering analysis.



Fig. 3: The |E| rms distributions on the x-y cross-section at z=0. (a) B-PML (b) UPP-PML

Fig. 4: The |E| rms distributions on the x-y cross-section at z=0 inside the sphere.
 (a) B-PML (b) UPP-PML (c) exact solution
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